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The Argentine government plans to sell the state-run telephone company, Entel, in competitive
bidding to be concluded at the end of June. Bidding specifications envision splitting the existing
company in two, each covering half of the country. Sixty percent of each is to be sold to a foreign
telephone or telecommunications company. Next, 25% of both new companies is to be sold at
auction through the Argentine stock exchange, 10% to employees and 5% to 200 small-town
telephone cooperatives. The company is valued at $1.9 billion, with bidders required to put up at
least $214 million in cash for the two new companies and assume debts of $380 million. Bidders must
also deliver to the government Argentine foreign debt paper with a face value of at least $3.5 billion.
(Argentine debt is currently selling on the secondary market at 11 to 12 cents on the dollar.) Bidder
competition will focus on how much debt paper above the minimum is offered. Most profits are
likely to remain in Argentina to meet a requirement to invest $5 billion over the next 10 years to add
1.5 million new telephone lines. (Basic data from New York Times, 04/23/90)
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